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Abstract
As humans, we hear sound every second of our life.
The sound we hear is often affected by the acoustics
of the environment surrounding us. For example, a
spacious hall leads to more reverberation. Room
Impulse Responses (RIR) are commonly used to
characterize environment acoustics as a function of
the scene geometry, materials, and source/receiver
locations. Traditionally, RIRs are measured by set-
ting up a loudspeaker and microphone in the en-
vironment for all source/receiver locations, which
is time-consuming and inefficient. We propose to
let two robots measure the environment’s acoustics
by actively moving and emitting/receiving sweep
signals. We also devise a collaborative multi-agent
policy where these two robots are trained to explore
the environment’s acoustics while being rewarded
for wide exploration and accurate prediction. We
show that the robots learn to collaborate and move
to explore environment acoustics while minimizing
the prediction error. To the best of our knowledge,
we present the very first problem formulation and
solution to the task of collaborative environment
acoustics measurements with multiple agents.

1 Introduction
Sound is critical for humans to perceive and interact with
the environment. Before reaching our ears, sound travels
via different physical transformations in space, such as re-
flection, transmission and diffraction. These transformations
are characterized and measured by a Room Impulse Response
(RIR) function [Välimäki et al., 2016]. RIR is the transfer
function between the sound source and the listener (micro-
phone). Convolving the anechoic sound with RIR will get the
sound with reverberation [Cao et al., 2016]. RIR is utilized in

∗The full paper with appendix together with source code can be
found at https://yyf17.github.io/MACMA.
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Figure 1: Learn to measure environment acoustics with two col-
laborative robots. The background color indicates sound intensity
(“High”, “Middle” and “Low” areas). Each step (one step per sec-
ond) embodies three steps: 1) robot 0 emits a sound, and robot 1
receives the sound; 2) robot 1 emits the sound, and robot 0 receives
the sound; 3) two robots make a movement following their learned
policies. This process repeats until reaching the maximum number
of time steps.

many applications such as sound rendering [Schissler et al.,
2014], sound source localization [Tang et al., 2020], audio-
visual matching [Chen et al., 2022], and audio-visual naviga-
tion [Chen et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021b; Chen et al., 2021a;
Yu et al., 2022b]. For example, to achieve clear speech in a
concert hall, one might call for a sound rendering that drives
more acoustic reverberation while keeping auditoriums with
fewer reverberation [Mildenhall et al., 2022]. The key is to
measure RIR at different locations in the hall. However, RIR
measuring is time-consuming due to the large number of sam-
ples to traverse. To illustrate, in a 5×5 m2 room with a spa-
tial resolution of 0.5m, the number of measurable points is
11×11=121. The source location (omnidirectional) can sam-
ple one of these 121 points. Assuming a listener with four
orientations (0, 90, 180, 270), this listener can choose from
121 points with four directions for each chosen point. So, the
number of source-listener pairs becomes 121×121×4=58,564.
Assuming the sampling rate, duration and precision of binau-
ral RIR is 16K, 1 second and float32 respectively, one RIR
sample requires 2× 16000 × 4 Bytes = 128KB from com-
puter storage (memory). The entire room would take up to
58, 564× 128 KB ≈ 7.5 GB. Moreover, it also means that
one has to move the source/listener devices 58,564 times and
performs data sending/receiving for each point.
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There are some attempts to solve the challenge of stor-
age: FAST-RIR [Ratnarajah et al., 2022b] relies on hand-
crafted features, source (emitter) and listener (receiver)
locations to generate RIR while being fidelity agnostic;
MESH2IR [Ratnarajah et al., 2022a] uses the scene’s mesh
and source/listener locations to generate RIR while ignoring
the measurement cost; Neural Acoustic Field (NAF) [Luo et
al., 2022] tries to learn the parameters of the acoustic field,
but its training time and model storage cost grow linearly
with the number of environments [Majumder et al., 2022].
Some work [Singh et al., 2021] suggests that storing the orig-
inal RIR data of the sampled points is optional, and only the
acoustic field parameters must be stored. However, given a
limited number of action steps, it is challenging to model the
acoustic field.

To overcome the aforementioned challenges, we propose
MACMA (Measuring Acoustics with Collaborative Multiple
Agents) which is illustrated in Figure 1). Both agents, one
source (emitter) and one listener (receiver), learn a motion
policy to perform significance sampling of RIR within any
given 3D scene. The trained agents can move (according to
the learned motion policy) in any new 3D scene to predict
the RIR of that new scene. To achieve that, we design two
policy learning modules: the RIR prediction module and the
dynamic allocation module of environment reward. In Appx.
B, we explore the design of environmental reward and based
on this, and we further propose a reward distribution module
to learn how to efficiently distribute the reward obtained at
the current step, thereby incentivizing the two agents to learn
to cooperate and move. To facilitate the convergence of op-
timization, we design loss functions separately for the policy
learning module, the RIR prediction module, and the reward
allocation module. Comparative experiments and ablation ex-
periments are performed on two datasets Replica [Straub et
al., 2019] and Matterport3D [Chang et al., 2017], verifying
the effectiveness of the proposed solution. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the first RIR measurement method
using two collaborative agents. The main contributions of
this work are:

• we propose a new setting for planning RIR measuring
under finite time steps and a solution to measure the RIR
with two-agent cooperation in low resource situations;

• we design a novel reward function for the multi-agent
decomposition to encourage coverage of environment
acoustics;

• we design evaluation metrics for the collaborative mea-
surement of RIR, and we experimentally verify the ef-
fectiveness of our model.

2 Related Work
RIR generation. Measuring the RIR has been of long-
standing interest to researchers [Cao et al., 2016; Savioja and
Svensson, 2015]. Traditional methods for generating RIR in-
clude statistical based methods [Schissler et al., 2014; Tang
et al., 2022] and physics-based methods [Mehra et al., 2013;
Taylor et al., 2012]. However, they are computationally pro-
hibitive. Recent methods estimate the acoustics of RIR by pa-
rameters to generate RIR indirectly [Masztalski et al., 2020;

Diaz-Guerra et al., 2021; Ratnarajah et al., 2021]. Although
these methods are flexible in extracting different acoustic
cues, their predictions are independent of the source and re-
ceiver’s exact locations, making them unsuitable for scenarios
where the mapping between RIR and locations of source and
receiver is important (e.g. sound source localization and au-
diovisual navigation). FAST-RIR [Ratnarajah et al., 2022b]
is a GAN-based RIR generator that generates a large-scale
RIR dataset capable of accurately modeling source and re-
ceiver locations, but for efficiency, they rely on handcrafted
features instead of learning them, which affects generative fi-
delity [Luo et al., 2022]. Neural Acoustic Field (NAF) [Luo
et al., 2022] addresses the issues of efficiency and fidelity
by learning an implicit representation of RIR [Mildenhall
et al., 2022], and by introducing global features and local
embeddings. However, NAF cannot generalize to new en-
vironments, and its training time and model storage cost
grows linearly with the number of environments [Majumder
et al., 2022]. The recently proposed MESH2IR [Ratnara-
jah et al., 2022a] is an indoor 3D scene IR generator that
takes the scene’s mesh, listener positions, and source loca-
tions as input. MESH2IR [Ratnarajah et al., 2022a] and
FAST-RIR [Ratnarajah et al., 2022b] assume that the envi-
ronment and reverberation characteristics have been given,
hence they only consider the fitting for the existing dataset,
and ignore the measurement cost. However, our model con-
siders how two moving agents collaborate to optimize RIR
measuring from the aspects of time consumption, coverage,
accuracy, etc. It is worth mentioning that our model addresses
multiple scenarios, so that it is more suitable for generalizing
to unseen environments.
Audio spatialization. Binaural audio generation methods
comprise converting mono audio to binaural audio using vi-
sual information in video [Garg et al., 2021], utilizing spheri-
cal harmonics to generate binaural audio from mono audio for
training [Xu et al., 2021], and generate binaural audio from
video [Ruohan and Kristen, 2019]. Using 360 videos from
YouTube to generate 360-degree ambisonic sound [Morgado
et al., 2018] is a higher-dimensional audio spatialization. Al-
ternatively, [Rachavarapu et al., 2021] directly synthesize
spatial audio. Audio spatialization has a wide range of prac-
tical applications, such as object/speaker localization [Jiang
et al., 2022], speech enhancement [Michelsanti et al., 2021],
speech recognition [Shao et al., 2022], etc. Although all the
above works use deep learning, our work is fundamentally
different in that we propose to model binaural RIR measur-
ing as a decision process (of two moving agents that learns to
plan measurement) using time-series states as input.
Audio-visual learning. [Majumder et al., 2022] harnesses
the synergy of egocentric visual and echogenic responses to
infer ambient acoustics to predict RIR. The advancement of
audiovisual learning has good applications in many tasks,
such as audiovisual matching [Chen et al., 2022], audiovi-
sual source separation [Majumder and Grauman, 2022] and
audiovisual navigation [Chen et al., 2020; Dean et al., 2020;
Gan et al., 2020; Gan et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2022a; Yu et al.,
2023]. There are also work to use echo responses with vision
to learn better spatial representations [Gao et al., 2020], infer
depth [Christensen et al., 2020], or predict floor plans of 3D
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Figure 2: The MACMA architecture: the agent 0 and the agent 1 first learn to encode observations as sωt and sνt respectively using encoder
Eω and Eν , which are fed to actor-critic networks to predict the next action aω

t and aν
t . The RIR Measurement learns how to predict room

impulse response Ŵt guided by ground truth Wt.

environments [Purushwalkam et al., 2021]. The closest work
to ours is audio-visual navigation, but audio-visual navigation
has navigation goals, but the agents in our setup have no clear
navigation destinations.
Multi-agent learning. There are two types of collaborative
multi-agents: value decomposition based methods [Rashid
et al., 2018; Rashid et al., 2020] and actor-critic [Foer-
ster et al., 2018; Lowe et al., 2017] based methods. The
centralized training with decentralized execution (CTDE)
paradigm [Wang et al., 2021] has recently attracted attention
for its ability to address non-stationarity while maintaining
decentralized execution. Learning a centralized critic with
decentralized actors (CCDA) is an efficient approach that ex-
ploits the CTDE paradigm. Multi-agent deep deterministic
policy gradient (MADDPG) and counterfactual multi-agent
(COMA) are two representative examples. In our design,
we have a centralized critic (named Critic) with decentral-
ized actors (named AgentActor0 and AgentActor1). But our
task differs from all the above multi-agent learning methods
in that the agents in our scenario are working on a collabo-
rative task, while previous multi-agent learning research has
mainly focused on competitive tasks.

3 The Proposed Approach
Our model MACMA has two collaborative agents moving in
a 3D environment in Figure 1, using vision, position, and az-
imuth to measure the RIR. The proposed model mainly con-

sists of three parts: agent 0, agent 1, and RIR measurement
(see Figure 2). Given egocentric vision, azimuth, and position
inputs, our model encodes these multi-modal cues to 1) deter-
mine the action for agents and evaluate the action taken by the
agents for policy optimization, 2) measure the room impulse
response and evaluate the regression accuracy for the RIR
generator, and 3) evaluate the trade-off between the agents’
exploration and RIR measurement. The two agents repeat
this process until the maximal steps have been reached.

Specifically, at each step t (cf. Figure 2), the robots re-
ceive the current observation of their own Oωt and Oνt respec-
tively, where Oωt = (Iωt , Φ

ω
t , P

ω
t ), O

ν
t = (Iνt , Φ

ν
t , P

ν
t ),

Iωt = (Iω, rgbt , Iω, deptht ) and Iνt = (Iν, rgbt , Iν, deptht ) are
egocentric visions for robot 0 and robot 1 respectively. Φωt =
(φωt , t) and Φνt = (φν , t) are azimuths for robot 0 and robot
1 respectively. Pωt = (xω, yω, zω) and P νt = (xv, yv, zv) are
positions for robot 0 and robot 1 respectively. Iωt or Iνt de-
notes the current visual input that can be RGB (128×128×3
pixels) and/or depth (with a dimension of 128×128×1) im-
age1, Φωt and Φνt are 2D vector with time. Pωt and P νt are
3D vector. Although there exists a navigability graph (with
nodes and edges) of the environment, this graph is hidden
from the robot, hence the robots must learn from the accu-
mulated observations Oωt and Oνt to understand the geome-

1Both RGB and depth images capture the 90-degree field of view
in front of the navigating robot.
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try of the scene. At each step, the robot at a certain node A
can only move to another node B in the navigability graph
if 1) an edge connects both nodes, and 2) the robot is fac-
ing node B. The viable robotic action space is defined as
A ={MoveForward, TurnLeft, TurnRight, Stop},
where the Stop action should be executed when the robot
completes the task or the number of the robot’s actions reach
the maximum number of steps. The overall goal is to predict
RIR in new scene accurately and explore widely.

3.1 Problem Formulation
We denote agent 0 and agent 1 with superscript ω and ν,
respectively. The game M = (S, (Aω,Aν),P, (Rω,Rν))
consists of state set S , action sets (Aω , Aν ), a joint state
transition function P : S × Aω × Aν → S , and the reward
functions Rω : S × Aω × Aν × S → R for agent 0 and
Rν : S×Aω×Aν×S → R for agent 1. Each player wishes
to maximize their discounted sum of rewards. r is the reward
given by the environment at every time step in an episode.
MACMA is modeled as a multi-agent [Sunehag et al., 2018;
Rashid et al., 2018] problem involving two collaborating
players sharing the same goal:

min. L s.t. π⋆ = (π⋆, ω, π⋆, ν) = argmax
πω∈Πω , πν∈Πν

G(πω, πν , r)

where G(πω, πν, r)=wωG(πω, r) + wνG(πν, r),

G(πω, r)=
∑T−1

t=0 γtrtρ
ω, G(πν, r)=

∑T−1
t=0 γtrtρ

ν ,

ρω= (1− ρ)/2, ρν= (1− ρ)/2,

wω > 0, wν > 0, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 or ρ = −1.0,
(1)

where the loss L is defined in Equation 5. G(πω, πν , r)
is the expected joint rewards for agent 0 and agent 1 as a
whole. G(πω, r) and G(πν , r) are the discounted and cu-
mulative rewards for agent 0 and agent 1, respectively. wω
and wν denote the constant cumulative rewards balance fac-
tors for agent 0 and agent 1, respectively. ρω and ρν are
immediate reward contributions for agent 0 and agent 1, re-
spectively. ρ is a constant (throughout the training) reward
allocation parameter. Inspired by Value Decomposition Net-
works (VDNs) [Sunehag et al., 2018] and QMIX [Rashid et
al., 2018], we construct the objective function G(πω, πν , r)
in Equation 1 by combining the non-negative partial recipro-
cal constraint respond to G(πω, r) and G(πν , r) (see theoret-
ical details in Appx. A.1).
Agent 0, agent 1 and their optimization. The agent 0 and
agent 1 receive the current observation Oωt = (Iωt , Φ

ω
t , P

ω
t )

and Oνt = (Iνt , Φ
ν
t , P

ν
t ) at the t-th step. The visual (Iωt

and Iνt ) part is encoded into a visual feature vector using a
CNN encoder: fω, it and fν, it (Eω for agent 0 and Eν for
agent 1). Visual CNN encoders Eω and Eν are constructed
in the same way (from the input to output layer): Conv8x8,
Conv4x4, Conv3x3 and a 256-dim linear layer; ReLU ac-
tivations are added between any two neighboring layers. Pωt
and P νt are embedded by an embedding layer and encoded
into feature vectors fω, pt and fν, pt , respectively. Then, we
concatenate the two vectors together with fω, at (Φωt ) and
fν, at (Φνt ) to obtain the global observation embedding eωt =

[fω, it , fω, at , fω, pt ] and eνt = [fν, it , fν, at , fν, pt ]. We trans-
form the observation embeddings to state representations us-

ing a gated recurrent unit (GRU), sωt = GRU(eωt , h
1
t−1). We

adopt a similar procedure to obtain sνt = GRU(eνt , h
2
t−1).

The state vectors (sωt for agent 0 and sνt for agent 1) are
then fed to an actor-critic network to 1) predict the condi-
tioned action probability distribution πθω1 (a

ω
t |sωt ) for agent 0

and πθν1 (a
ν
t |sνt ) for agent 1, and 2) estimate the state value

Vθω2 (s
ω
t , r

ω
t ) for agent 0 and Vθω2 (s

ν
t , r

ν
t ) for agent 1. The

actor and critic are implemented with a single linear layer pa-
rameterized by θω1 , θν1 , θω2 , and θν2 , respectively. For the sake
of conciseness, we use θ to denote the compound of θω1 , θν1 ,
θω2 , and θν2 hereafter. The action samplers in Figure 2 sample
the actual action (i.e. aωt for agent 0 and aνt for agent 1) to ex-
ecute from πθω1 (a

ω
t |sωt ) for agent 0 and πθν1 (a

ν
t |sνt ) for agent

1, respectively. Both agent 0 and agent 1 optimize their pol-
icy by maximizing the expected cumulative rewards G(πω, r)
and G(πν , r) respectively in a discounted form. The Critic
module evaluates the actions taken by agent 0 and agent 1 to
guide them to take an improved action at the next time step.
The loss of Lm is formulated as Equation 2.

Lm = wωm · Lωm + wνm · Lνm, (2)

where Lωm and Lνm are motion loss for agent 0 and agent 1
respectively, wωm, w

ν
m are hyperparameters. The loss Ljm is

defined as

Ljm =
∑

0.5
(
V̂θj (s)− V j(s)

)2

−
∑[

Âj log(πθj (a |s)) + β ·H(πθj (a |s))
]
,

(3)

where j ∈ {ω, ν}, and the estimated state value
of the target network for j is denoted as V̂θj (s).
Vj(s) = maxa∈Aj E[rt + γ · Vj(st+1) | st = s]. The advantage
for a given length-T trajectory is: Â

j

t =
∑T−1

i=t γi+2−t · δji ,
where δjt = rt + γ · Vj(st+1) − Vj(st). H(πθj (a | s)) is
entropy of πθj (a | s). We collectively denote all the weights
in Figure 2 except the above actor-critic network for agent 0
and agent 1 as Ω hereafter for simplicity.
RIR measurement and its regression. We encode the
observations Oωt and Oνt with encoder Er, and the out-
put of the encoder Er is fr. The historical observations
Oωt+1−κ, O

ν
t+1−κ, · · · , Oωt−1, O

ν
t−1, O

ω
t , O

ν
t are sorted in

the memory, and are encoded by Em outputting fm, where κ
is the length of the memory bank. Then, fr and fm are con-
catenated. The predicted RIR Ŵt is obtained using RIR gen-
erator Dr. For more details on the structure of Er, Em and
Dr, please refer to Appx. A.2. RIR measurement is learned
with the ground truth RIR Wt. Lξ denote the loss of RIR
measurement. Lξ are formulated as

Lξ=(1−wMSE)·10·LSTFT+wMSE ·4464.2·LMSE,

LSTFT=
∑

∆(Wt, Ŵt), LMSE=
∑

MSE(Wt, Ŵt),
(4)

where Ŵt is the predicted RIR from the RIR Measurement
module. Wt is the ground truth RIR. ∆(Wt, Ŵt) is STFT
(Short-time Fourier transform) distance. It is calculated by
Equation 8. 10 and 4464.2 are experimental parameters from
grid search.
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Figure 3: Demonstration of the current (A and B) and previous (C
and D) positions of two robots. The above four coplanar points are
denoted as ΓABCD .

The total evaluation. The Critic module is implemented
with a linear layer. The total loss of our model is formulated
as Equation 5. We minimize L following Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO) [Schulman et al., 2017].

L = wm · Lm + wξ · Lξ, (5)

where Lm is the loss component of motion for two agents, Lξ
is the loss component of room impulse response prediction,
wm and wξ are hyperparameters. The losses Lm and Lξ are
formulated in Equation 2 and Equation 4, respectively.
The design of environmental reward. It can be seen from
Figure 3 that the ΓABCD is formed by the positions of the two
agents at the current time step and the previous time step. rt is
the current step reward, which is calculated by the following
Equation 6.

rt = rξt + rζt + rψt + rϕt , (6)

ξ denotes the prediction of room impulse response. ζ denotes
coverage rate. ψ denotes the length of the perimeter of the
convex hull. ϕ denotes the area of the perimeter of the convex
hull.

Among them, rξt is the reward component in terms of mea-
surement accuracy, which evaluates the improvement of the
reward of the measurement accuracy of the current step and
the reward of the measurement accuracy of the previous step.
rξt is calculated by

rξt = αξ · (ξt − ξt−1), ξt = −∆(Wt, Ŵt), (7)

where ξt is the measurement accuracy of the current step. As
briefly explained before, ∆(Wt, Ŵt) is the STFT distance
that can be calculated by

∆(Wt, Ŵt) = 0.5 ·Θ(z, ẑ) + 0.5 · Ξ(z, ẑ), (8)

where z is the magnitude spectrogram of ground truth RIR
Wt for the current time step, while ẑ is the corresponding
predicted variant. Θ(z, ẑ) is the average loss of spectral con-
vergence for z and ẑ; and Ξ(z, ẑ) is the log STFT magnitude
loss. Θ(z, ẑ) and Ξ(z, ẑ) are computed with

Θ(z, ẑ) =
∥z − ẑ∥F
∥z∥F

and Ξ(z, ẑ) =
∑∣∣∣log(z

ẑ
)
∣∣∣ , (9)

where ∥·∥F is Frobenius Norm. z = Λ(Wt) =
√
y2r + y2i ,

where yr is real part of STFT transform2 of Wt, yi is an
imaginary part of the result of the STFT transform of Wt.
ẑ = Λ(Ŵt) is defined similarly to z, and the calculation pro-
cess of both z and ẑ are the same.

2The parameters for STFT transform are #FFT=1024, #shift
=120, #window=600, window=“Hamming window”.

Algorithm 1 MACMA (Measuring Acoustics with Collabo-
rative Multiple Agents)
Input: Environment E , # updates M , # episode N , max time
steps T .
Parameter: Stochastic policies π, initial actor-critic weights
θ0, initial other weights except for actor-critic weights Ω0.
Output:Trained weights, θM and ΩM .

1: for i=1, 2, ... M do
2: // Run policy πθi−1

for N episodes T time steps
3: {(ot,i, ht−1,i, at,i, rt,i)} ← roll(E , πθi−1 , T )
4: Compute advantage estimates
5: RIR prediction and environmental reward assignment
6: // Optimize w.r.t. θ and Ω
7: θi,Ωi ← new θ and Ω from PPO algorithm w.r.t. min-

imizing Equation 5
8: end for

ζt is the coverage of the current step, which is the ratio
of visited nodes (only one duplicate node is counted) to all
nodes in the scene at time step t. We calculate rζt by

rζt = αζ · (ζt − ζt−1). (10)

ψt and ϕt are respectively the perimeter and area of ΓABCD
in Figure 3 at time step t. We calculate rψt and rϕt with

rψt = αψ · (ψt−ψt−1) and rϕt = αϕ · (ϕt−ϕt−1), (11)

where αξ = 1.0, αζ = 1.0, αψ = −1.0 and αϕ = 1.0 are
hyperparameters (see Appx. A.9).
Overall algorithm. The entire procedure of MACMA is pre-
sented as pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.

4 Experiments
We adopt the commonly used 3D environments collected us-
ing the SoundSpaces platform [Chen et al., 2020] and Habi-
tat simulator [Savva et al., 2019]. They are publicly avail-
able as several datasets: Replica [Straub et al., 2019], Matter-
port3D [Chang et al., 2017] and SoundSpaces (audio) [Chen
et al., 2020]. Replica contains 18 environments in the form
of grids (with a resolution of 0.5 meters) constructed from
accurate scans of apartments, offices, and hotels. Matter-
port3D has 85 scanned grids (1-meter resolution) of indoor
environments like personal homes. To measure the RIR in
Replica [Straub et al., 2019] and Matterport3D [Chang et al.,
2017], we let two agents move a certain number of steps
(250 and 300 steps for Replica and Matterport3D, respec-
tively) throughout the scene and plan a measuring path. At
every time step, the two agents measure the RIR while mov-
ing. The experimental procedure contains several phases: a)
we pretrain generator Dr under the setting L = Lm (wm
= 1.0 and wξ = 0.0) with random policy for both agent 0
and agent 1 in the training split, b) we train and validate ev-
ery baseline with the generator Dr fine-tune together in the
training and validation split, c) we test every baseline in the
test split. MACMA is benchmarked towards several base-
lines: Random, Nearest neighbor, Occupancy [Ramakrish-
nan et al., 2020] and Curiosity [Pathak et al., 2017]. Ran-
dom uniformly samples one of three actions and executes
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Stop when it reaches maximum steps. Nearest neighbor pre-
dict from closest experience (Appx. A.3). Occupancy ori-
ent to occupy more area, making the area of ΓABCD in Fig-
ure 3 larger. Curiosity strives to visit nodes that have not
been visited already in the current episode. To evaluate dif-
ferent methods, we adopt the evaluation metrics CR (cov-
erage rate), PE (prediction error),WCR (weighted coverage
rate),RTE (RT60 Error) and SiSDR (scale-invariant signal-
to-distortion ratio), among which WCR is the most important
evaluation metric since it is a trade-off between encouraging
high prediction accuracy and more exploration. CR is the
ratio of the number of visited nodes by agents and the num-
ber of nodes in the current episode. CR = Nv/Ne, where
Nv is the total number of unique nodes that two agents have
visited together, and Ne is the total number of all individual
nodes in the current episode. PE = ∆(Wt, Ŵt), where Wt

(Equation 8) is the ground truth RIR, Ŵt is the predicted RIR.
WCR = (1.0−λ) ∗CR+λ ∗ (1.0−PES), where PES stands
for Scaled Prediction Error. PES = 2/(1+exp(−PE))−1.0,
where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.0 is a hyper-parameter. RTE describes the
difference between the ground truth RT60 value and the pre-
dicted one. SiSDR = 10 log10 ∥XT ∥2

/∥XE∥2, where ∥XE∥2 is
the error vector and ∥XT ∥2 is the ground truth vector. We
select the hyperparameters in grid search and the details are
in Appx. A.4.

4.1 Experimental Results
Results are averages of 5 tests with different random seeds.
Quantitative comparison of the two datasets. Results are
runs on two datasets under the experimental settings: αξ=1.0,
αζ=1.0, αψ=-1.0, αϕ=1.0, κ=2, λ=0.1, ρ=-1.0. As seen from
Table 1, on the Replica dataset, MACMA achieves the best
results on the metrics WCR, PE and CR. But the Curiosity
model has the best results on the metrics RTE and SiSDR. The
Curiosity model encourages agents to visit more new nodes
near them, which drive up the robots’ exploration ability (it
improves performance on metrics RTE and SiSDR) while re-
ducing their team’s performance (it reduces performance on
the metric CR). The Occupancy model (ranks as the second
over CR) motivates the exploratory ability of the entire group
(the group of agent 0 and agent 1) but ignores their individual
exploration performance (the ranks over the metrics of RTE
and SiSDR lower than that of CR). MACMA combines the
group exploration ability and the individual exploration abil-
ity, achieving a good trade-off between the two abilities, so
that the group exploration ability of MACMA has increased
by a large margin (e.g. over the CR metric) and finally won
the championship on the WCR metric. On the Matterport3D
dataset, MACMA achieves the best results on all metrics. As
a result, we can conclude that MACMA quantitatively out-
performs baselines over both datasets.
Qualitative comparison on exploration capability. Fig-
ure 4 shows the navigation trajectories of agent 0 and agent
1 for different algorithms by the end of a particular episode
from the Replica (top row) and Matterport3D (bottom row)
dataset. The light-gray areas in Figure 4 indicate the explo-
ration field of the robots. We observe that MACMA tends
to explore the most extensively compared to the other base-
lines. Particularly, there are three rooms in the entire scene

in Replica, and MACMA is the only method that managed to
traverse all three rooms using the same number of time steps
as baselines.
Qualitative comparison on RIR prediction. We show the
spectrograms generated by these models and from the ground
truth in Figure 5. These binaural spectrograms with channel 0
and channel 1 last for one second (the x-axis is the time axis).
The spectrogram of the RIR from both Random’s and Occu-
pancy’s generation have fewer color blocks than the ground
truth between 0.2 seconds and 0.4 seconds and more color
blocks than the ground truth between 0.8 seconds and 1 sec-
ond. The spectrogram of the RIR from the Nearest neigh-
bor’s generation has more colored regions than the ground
truth spectrogram. The spectrogram of the RIR from Cu-
riosity’s prediction has fewer color blocks than the ground
truth between 0.2 seconds and 0.4 seconds. At the same time,
the spectrogram of the RIR from Curiosity’s generation has
more color blocks than the ground truth between 0.8 sec-
onds and 1 second in the Replica dataset. And the spectro-
gram of the RIR from Curiosity’s prediction has more col-
ored regions than the ground truth spectrogram in the Matter-
port3D dataset. The spectrogram of the generated RIR from
MACMA (Ours) is the closest to the ground truth spectro-
gram. In conclusion, from a qualitative human visual point of
view, the spectral quality of the RIRs generated by our model
is the best. Additionally, in Appx. A.5, we show that the
RIR’s quality in the waveform of the RIRs generated by our
model is also superior.

4.2 Ablation Studies
Ablation on modality. Results are run on dataset Replica
under the experimental settings of αξ=1.0, αζ=1.0, αψ=-1.0,
αϕ=1.0, κ=2, λ=0.1, ρ=-1.0. As shown in Table 2, RGBD
(vision with RGB images and Depth input) seems to be the
best choice.
More ablations. We explore the relationship between
modality importance, action selection, and RIR measurement
accuracy in Appx. A.6 and Appx. A.7. We present the exten-
sion model MACMARA (MACMA with a dynamic Reward
Assignment module) in Appx. B.5. More ablation studies on
memory size κ and the reward component can be found in
Appx. A.4.

5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel task where two collabora-
tive agents learn to measure room impulse responses of an
environment by moving and emitting/receiving signals in the
environment within a given time budget. To tackle this task,
we design a collaborative navigation and exploration policy.
Our approach outperforms several other baselines on the en-
vironment’s coverage and prediction error. A known limita-
tion is that we only explored the most basic setting, one lis-
tener (receiver), and one source (emitter), and did not study
the settings with two or more listeners or sources. Another
limitation of our work is that our current assessments are con-
ducted in a virtual environment. It would be more meaningful
to evaluate our method on real-world cases, such as a robot
moving in a real house and learning to measure environmen-
tal acoustics collaboratively. Lastly, we have not considered
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Model Replica Matterport3D
WCR (↑) PE (↓) CR (↑) RTE (↓) SiSDR (↑) WCR (↑) PE (↓) CR (↑) RTE (↓) SiSDR (↑)

Random 0.3103 5.4925 0.3439 14.7427 20.3534 0.2036 5.5552 0.2254 23.5281 12.3042
Nearest neighbor 0.3444 5.4533 0.3817 14.0269 22.0135 0.2099 5.3342 0.2321 28.8765 15.2351
Occupancy 0.4464 3.7224 0.4907 12.5532 23.0666 0.2225 4.5327 0.2449 20.3399 18.3848
Curiosity 0.4327 3.4883 0.4742 10.9565 23.8669 0.2111 4.4255 0.2319 29.5572 20.0031
MACMA (Ours) 0.6977 3.2509 0.7669 13.8896 23.6501 0.3030 4.0113 0.3327 15.9338 21.3187

Table 1: The results of quantitative comparison between our proposed method (MACMA) and baselines.
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Figure 4: Visualization of the navigation trajectories by the end of a particular episode from Replica (top row) and Matterport3D (bottom
row) dataset. Higher WCR values and bigger “seen” areas (colored in light-grey) indicate better performances.
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Figure 5: Qualitative comparison of RIR prediction (Binaural RIR with channel 0 and channel 1) in spectrogram from (a) Replica and (b)
Matterport3D dataset. Every row is the result of one model except last one. The last row is the ground truth of RIR.

Vision WCR (↑) PE (↓) CR (↑) RTE (↓) SiSDR (↑)
Blind 0.5020 3.4966 0.5512 14.2049 23.0903
RGB 0.5930 3.8204 0.6541 15.5897 23.7713
Depth 0.5068 3.4927 0.5566 29.6905 23.5089
RGBD 0.6977 3.2509 0.7669 13.8896 23.6501

Table 2: Ablation on modality.

semantic information about the scene in policy learning. In-
corporating semantic information about the scene into policy
learning would be more meaningful. The above three are left
for future exploration.
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